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8. 2 YTTERBIUM. 

The clecu:onic specific heat constant and Hall coefficient 
f~r ytterbium s.uggest the band structure shown in Fig. 8a, 
\\ here the denslty of states at the Fermi level is O. 78 states/ 
eV/atom and the 5d band has O. 56 electrons (and conversely 
the 6s band has O. 56 holes). 

~ridgJ~1an [45], Stager and Drickamer [46], Hall and 
i'.lernll r'~ I] and Souers and Jura [ 48] have found that as 
pressure 1S applied ytterbium slowly \ hanges from a good 
coneludo~ to a poor conductor to a semi~onductor , and finally 
Ht 39 kb It abruptly ch"n6 es back t.o a good conductor. The 
proposed 11~1ncl structures for these behaviors is Ce ' ), 1 ; _ \:'igs. 
8a through GcI . T'1e band 5 ructure of face- centc reel 
ytterbium at atmospheric l,l'cssure is shown in Fig. 
1' •. ' tire ';j • ~ plied t' l,nds shift with r'''pect to 

;,5 1S shown in F·g. Sb . Tlwn as more pres jUl'e i:o 
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the bands conti ue to shift and finally a gap is forn en 
~1e completdy filled Gs and the empty 5d band (Fig. : 
ll1g nsc to the semiconductir g properties of ytterbi ' e 
energy gap, as me.asured on impure (as semiconductol . e 
concerned) ytterbium by Souers and Jura r 48 ]' is about 0. 85 
eV. As the pressure is increased to 39 leb, the resistance 
suddenly decreases by a fac tor 10 to 13 and ylterbium is now 
a better conductor than it was at atmospheric pressu re . Hall's 
a~ld 1\ler1'111 's data [47] show that face-centered cubic ytte r
blUm transforms to body-centered cubic ytterbium at this 
pressure , with about a change in the metallic radius from 
1. .81 to 1. 74A. 1\!cWhan and Jayaraman [ 49 ] ha' e shown that 
tlns change III the metallic radii is almos t entirely accounted 
for by the change in coordination (the discrepancy of O. OlA 
c;n, easily ,be accounted for by e.xperimental erro r) . On the 
o. "IS of tlllS ev idence we sugges t that the band structure of 
b{ l.y-c~nt.ered cubic ytterbium at pressures greater than 39 
kb IS. sl1mbr to tlnt shown in Fig. 8d. Hall coefficients and 
poss1bly magnetic susceptibility measurements of high pres
sures would be extremely useful in confirming this model. 
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Rocher [ 29 ] suggested that the 39 kb transformation* 
in ytterbium was due to the transition of about one half of a 
4f electron per atom to the valence band. He was able to 
correlate the data, which were available at that time, in 
terms of a virtual '1f bound state model with a partially occu
pied one electron 4f level. More recent X-ray studies of 
Hall and Merr ill [ 47 1 and the subsequent interpretation of 
their atomic size data by McWhan and J ayaraman [ 49] l'ave 
shown that yttel'b'l.lm undergoes a crystal structure change, 
but no valence change at 39 kb. I3eC'lus e of this it would ap
pr r that the virtual 4f bound state model is no t applicable 
to yLterbiul11 at h 'gh pressures. ' 

9. CONCLUSION 

Ihe above band models proposed for the 1 are earth l11ct8!S 

are greatly Simplified and it is amazing that the high tem
perclture specifiC heat and Hall coefficient data give such con
sistent results . The bigges t disappointment is that very low 
temperature specifiC heat data, except for the non- magnetic 
metals , do no t seem to yield any reliable :~t.a concerning the 
band structures of these metals . 

Before yery high purity rare earth metals (99: 99 + a/,o 

pure with respect to all impurities) become available to make 
direct Fermi surface measurements, there are a number of 
care f ' xperiments that can be performed on these metals , 
whit ) luld give us some re liable data on theil' band struc-
tur ow temperature elastic constant measurements on 
sin ys tais would yield an independent method for deter-
mil J: Debye temper ature and thus the laUice contribu-
tion ,2 specific heat. Specific heat measurements a t ver y 

• h"chc l' used G5 \,b for this trans ition in his paper. This larger 
valu~ is t. .Ken from Bridgman [45 J, II.' c h was the only value available 
to Rocher at that lime . Bridgman's transition pressure is high because. 
(1) his ytterbium was probably not as pure as that available to late r in
vestigators [ 16, 47, and 48J, and (2) his pressure scale was too high 
compared to 'he presently acceptable pressure scale. 


